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ABSTRACT
Despite the significant progress that has been made on es-
timating optical flow recently, most estimation methods,
including classical and deep learning approaches, still have
difficulty with multi-scale estimation, real-time computation,
and/or occlusion reasoning. In this paper, we introduce di-
lated convolution and occlusion reasoning into unsupervised
optical flow estimation to address these issues. The dilated
convolution allows our network to avoid upsampling via
deconvolution and the resulting gridding artifacts. Dilated
convolution also results in a smaller memory footprint which
speeds up interference. The occlusion reasoning prevents
our network from learning incorrect deformations due to oc-
cluded image regions during training. Our proposed method
outperforms state-of-the-art unsupervised approaches on the
KITTI benchmark. We also demonstrate its generalization
capability by applying it to action recognition in video.
Index Terms— Optical flow estimation, unsupervised
learning, convolutional neural network, dilated convolution,
occlusion reasoning
1. INTRODUCTION
Optical flow is valuable for image sequence analysis due to
its ability to encode motion. Significant progress has been
made on the estimation of optical flow over the past few years.
Classical approaches are typically based on variational mod-
els and solved as an energy minimization process [1, 2, 3].
They remain the top performers on a number of evaluation
benchmarks. Most, however, are too slow to be used in real
time applications. By contrast, convolutional neural network
(CNN) based methods formulate optical flow estimation as a
learning task and can reduce inference time to fractions of a
second. However, despite their increased accuracy, most flow
estimation methods, including classical and CNN approaches,
still having difficulty with multi-scale estimation, gridding ar-
tifacts, real-time computation, and/or occlusion reasoning.
We focus on CNN based approaches in this work due to
their efficiency. FlowNet [4] was the first work to directly
learn optical flow given an image pair using CNNs. To deal
with multi-scale, FlowNet2 [5] proposed separate streams to
encode large and small scale displacement which are then
fused using a refinement network. Although FlowNet2
achieves good performance, the memory footprint of the
model is high due to the five separate networks similar to
FlowNet. Another approach, SPyNet [6], instead adopts spa-
tial pyramids to output optical flow at multiple resolutions.
Its network is 96% smaller than that of FlowNet and results
in increased performance. These are all supervised methods,
however, that require ground truth optical flow during training
which is only available for synthetic data. The transferability
from synthetic to real domains remains an open question.
Unsupervised [7, 8, 9] or semi-supervised [10, 11] ap-
proaches which do not require ground truth flow have thus
been developed. These methods usually guide the learning
using an image reconstruction loss based on a brightness con-
stancy assumption. Although this allows for unlimited train-
ing data, the performance is limited by such a loss function.
Indeed, these unsupervised approaches tend to lag far behind
their supervised counterparts on standard benchmarks. One
reason for this is that the loss is based on photo-consistency
error which is only meaningful when there is no occlusion.
Without explicit occlusion reasoning, the back-propagated
gradients are incorrect and degrade the training.
Two concurrent works [12, 13] consider occlusion explic-
itly for estimating optical flow using CNNs. The intuition is
based on a forward-backward consistency assumption. That
is, for non-occluded pixels, the forward flow should be the
inverse of the backward flow between image pairs. During
training, gradients are calculated from non-occluded regions
only. Our work is most similar to [13] in terms of unsuper-
vised learning and occlusion reasoning, but differs in sev-
eral ways: (1) We adopt dilated operations for the last few
convolutional groups, which leads to high resolution feature
maps throughout the network and improved multi-scale han-
dling. (2) We incorporate dense connections in the network
instead of sparse skip connections. This strategy helps to
capture thin structures and small object displacements. And,
(3) our network completely avoid upsampling via deconvo-
lution and thus greatly reduces gridding artifacts. Our pro-
posed framework outperforms state-of-the-art unsupervised
approaches on standard benchmarks, and is shown to gener-
alize well to action recognition.
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Fig. 1. Upper: original FlowNetS. Bottom: our unsupervised learning framework based on dilated convolution. For the three
dilated convolutions (green), d2 and d4 denote a dilation factor of 2 and 4, respectively. The figure is best viewed in color.
2. METHOD
Given consecutive frames, I1 and I2, our goal is to learn a
model that can predict the per-pixel motion field (u, v) be-
tween the two images. u and v are the displacements in the
horizontal and vertical direction.
2.1. Dilated Networks
Conventional CNNs apply progressive downsampling to ex-
tract high-level semantic representations and to reduce com-
putational costs. While this has proven effective, the reduced
resolution results in a loss of spatial information that can limit
detailed image understanding tasks such as semantic segmen-
tation, optical flow or depth estimation, etc. It is preferable to
preserve the spatial resolution throughout the network.
One popular way to increase the resolution of the network
output is to follow the convolutional stage with several de-
convolutional layers [4] (upper network in Fig. 1). However,
this has a number of drawbacks including more parameters
to learn, gridding artifacts, and additional parameter selection
for the multi-scale losses.
In contrast to standard convolution and pooling layers, di-
lated convolution [14] increases the receptive view (scale) of
the network exponentially without resulting in a loss of res-
olution or coverage. Filters are dilated so that they operate
at different scales. (Details about dilated convolution can be
found in the supplemental materials.) Dilated convolution al-
lows: (1) the detection of finer details by processing the inputs
at higher resolutions; (2) a broader view of the input so as to
capture more contextual information; (3) faster inference with
fewer parameters. These benefits align with our task at hand
and so we incorporate dilated convolution into our flow esti-
mation framework.
The bottom part of Fig. 1 shows our proposed network.
Our encoder structure is similar to that of FlowNetS but incor-
porates dilated convolution in the later convolutional groups
(i.e., conv3 1, conv4 1, conv5 1). This preserves the resolu-
tion of the feature maps from layer conv3 through to the end
of the network and allows our output, Flow2, to be the same
size as that of FlowNetS without the need for the deconvo-
lutional layers. This has several major benefits: our network
has around half the number of parameters as FlowNetS, does
not suffer from gridding artifacts, and does not require time-
consuming parameter tuning for the multi-scale loses. Indeed,
our network converges three times faster during training and
runs twice as fast during inference as FlowNetS.
In addition, inspired by [15, 16], the feature maps in our
network are densely connected. This preserves the high fre-
quency image details. When concatenating feature maps of
different sizes, we simply downsample the larger one or up-
sample the smaller one. We also route the original RGB im-
age pairs to each convolutional group for guided filtering [17].
2.2. Degridding
In [4, 5, 8], the use of deconvolution can often cause gridding
artifacts, commonly known as “checkerboard artifacts” [18].
In particular, the deconvolutions have uneven overlap when
the kernel size is not divisible by the stride which can result
in gridding. While this can be avoided by constraining the
kernel size to be divisible by the stride, artifacts at a variety
of scales can still occur due to the compounding effect of the
stacked deconvolutions. We thus employ dilated convolution
to preserve the resolution while avoiding the upsampling of
deconvolution and its artifacts.
However, dilated convolution can produce its own grid-
ding artifacts [19]. This occurs when a feature map has higher
frequency content than the sampling rate of the dilated con-
volution. To prevent this, we add additional dilated convo-
lutional layers to the end of the network with progressively
smaller dilation factors. As shown in Fig. 1, after the 4-
dilated layer conv4 1, we add a 2-dilated layer conv5 1 fol-
lowed by a 1-dilated layer conv6 1. This has an effect similar
to that of using appropriately tuned filters to remove aliasing
artifacts, and results in smoother flow estimates.
2.3. Unsupervised Motion Estimation
Most unsupervised methods [8] treat optical flow estimation
as an image reconstruction problem. The intuition is that if
we can use the predicted flow and the next frame to recon-
struct the previous frame, our model has learned a useful rep-
resentation of the underlying motion. Let us denote the recon-
structed previous frame as I ′1. The goal then is to minimize
the photometric error between the true previous frame I1 and
the reconstructed previous frame I ′1:
Lreconst =
1
N
N∑
i,j
ρ(fphoto(I1(i, j), I
′
1(i, j))). (1)
N is the number of pixels. The reconstructed previous frame
is computed from the true next frame using inverse warping,
I ′1(i, j) = I2(i+Ui,j , j+Vi,j), accomplished through spatial
transformer modules [20] inside the CNN. We use a robust
convex error function, the generalized Charbonnier penalty
ρ(x) = (x2 + 2)α, to reduce the influence of outliers. α is
set to 0.45. Since unsupervised approaches for optical flow
estimation usually fail in regions that are very dark or very
bright [8], we choose the tenary census transform [21] as our
fphoto to compute the difference between our warped image
and the original frame. We adopt it instead of naive pho-
tometric differencing as it can compensate for additive and
multiplicative illumination changes as well as for changes to
gamma, thus providing a more reliable constancy assumption
for real imagery.
This finalizes the design of our forward flow estimation
network from the first image to the second. The backward
flow from second image to first is estimated using the same
model. We now illustrate our occlusion reasoning which uses
the forward and backward flow estimates.
2.4. Occlusion Reasoning
Occlusion estimation and optical flow estimation are so-called
chicken-and-egg problems. In particular, our unsupervised
learning framework should not employ the brightness con-
stancy assumption to compute the loss when there is occlu-
sion. Pixels that become occluded in the second frame should
not contribute to the photometric error between the true and
reconstructed first frames in Eq. 1.
We therefore mask occluded pixels when computing the
image reconstruction loss in order to avoid learning incorrect
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Fig. 2. Our bidirectional framework in which the weights are
shared between the forward and backward flow estimation.
deformations to fill the occluded locations. Our occlusion
detection is based on the forward-backward consistency as-
sumption [22]. That is, for non-occluded pixels, the forward
flow should be the inverse of the backward flow at the corre-
sponding pixel in the second frame. We mark pixels as being
occluded whenever the mismatch between these two flows is
too large. Thus, for occlusion in the forward direction, we
define the occlusion flag of be 1 whenever the constraint
|Mf +M bMf |2 < α1 · (|Mf |2 + |M bMf |2) + α2 (2)
is violated, and 0 otherwise. ob is defined in the same way,
and Mf and M b represent forward and backward flow. We
set α1=0.01, α2=0.5 in all our experiments. The resulting
occlusion-aware image reconstruction loss is represented as:
L = (1− of ) · Lfreconst + (1− ob) · Lbreconst (3)
We also incorporate a second-order smoothness constraint
to regularize the local discontinuity of the flow estimation,
and a forward-backward consistency penalty on the flow
of non-occluded pixels following [13]. Our final loss is a
weighted sum of all the loss terms. Our full bidirectional
framework can be seen in Fig. 2.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Datasets
We train our network in an unsupervised fashion using the
SYNTHIA and KITTI raw datasets, and perform our evalu-
ations using the KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 benchmarks.
Both datasets consist of driving scenes–SYNTHIA is syn-
thetic whereas KITTI is real. For SYNTHIA, we take the left
images of the front, back, left, and right views of spring, sum-
mer, fall, and winter scenarios from all five sequences, which
amounts to 74K image pairs. The KITTI raw dataset contains
around 72K image pairs following the split of [8, 13].
We first pre-train our network on SYNTHIA without oc-
clusion reasoning since the forward-backward consistency
assumption requires reasonably accurate flow estimation. We
then fine tune on KITTI with occlusion reasoning. Note
KITTI Dataset 2012 2015
AEE(All) AEE(NOC) F1-all
train test train test train
UnsupFlowNet 11.3 9.9 4.3 4.6 -
DSTFlow 10.43 12.4 3.29 4.0 36.0
DenseNetFlow 10.8 11.6 3.6 4.1 36.3
OcclusionAware 3.55 4.2 - - -
UnFlow-C 3.78 - 1.58 - 28.94
Ours 3.62 4.6 1.56 2.35 28.45
Table 1. Comparison of state-of-the-art unsupervised flow es-
timation on the KITTI 2012 and 2015 benchmarks. AEE(All)
and AEE(NOC) are pixel error and F1-all is % error.
that the fine tuning is also unsupervised. During training,
we adopt extensive image augmentation, including ran-
dom scaling, flipping, rotation, Gaussian noise, brightness
changes, contrast and gamma changes, and multiplicative
color changes. The implementation details can be found in
the supplemental materials.
3.2. Results
We compare our proposed method to recent state-of-the-art
unsupervised approaches on the KITTI2012 and KITTI2015
benchmarks. UnsupFlowNet [8], DSTFlow [23], and DenseNet-
Flow [16] represent earlier approaches to unsupervised opti-
cal flow estimation, and are seen to have similar performance.
Methods that take occlusion into consideration, Occlusion-
Aware [12], UnFlow-C [13] and ours, show significant per-
formance improvement. The error rate drops by more 50% on
all pixel and non-occluded pixel scenarios. This demonstrates
the importance of occlusion reasoning for estimating optical
flow especially when the brightness constancy assumption
guides the learning.
Note that OcclusionAware [12] uses the ground truth flow
to fine tune the model and so it is not fully unsupervised. Un-
Flow [13] does have other network variants like UnFlow-CSS
which can achieve better performance than our method but at
a much higher computational cost (three stacked networks).
We expect that our model could also benefit from stacking the
network multiple times and fine tuning on the ground truth.
We show flow visualizations of sample image pairs in the sup-
plemental materials.
3.3. Generalization
Recent literature [24] suggests that endpoint error may not
be the best measure of optical flow accuracy especially when
the flow is used for other vision tasks. We therefore use the
real-world application of action recognition to assess our ap-
proach, particularly its ability to generalize to other datasets.
Current state-of-the-art approaches to action recognition
are based on two-stream networks [25, 26, 27]. One stream,
Accuracy (%) fps (second)
FlowFields [29] 79.5 0.06
FlowNet [4] 55.27 16.7
FlowNet2 [5] 79.51 8
Ours 82.5 33.3
Table 2. Two-stream action recognition on the first split of
UCF101 using different flow estimates. fps denotes frame
per second.
termed the spatial stream, operates on the RGB frames. The
other stream, termed the temporal stream, operates on the es-
timated optical flow. Accurate optical flow estimation is key
to obtaining good action recognition performance due to its
ability to encode human motion information.
We choose UCF101 [28] as our evaluation dataset. We
first fine tune our network in an unsupervised fashion on
UCF101 to better handle sub-pixel motion. We then train the
temporal stream of a standard two-stream action recognition
network [25] using different optical flow estimates, including
ours. We use a stack of 5 optical flow fields as input for fair
comparison to [5]. Table 2 shows the performance of the
action recognition network using the different flow estimates.
Ours is shown to result in the highest accuracy and is the
fastest. One of the reasons our flow estimates work so well is
that our network is unsupervised and so can be fine tuned on
tasks for which ground truth flow is not available. In contrast,
even though FlowNet2 is a carefully designed system with 5
stacked networks, it is supervised and results in 3% reduced
performance. Further, our model can perform inference at
real-time rates (i.e., 25fps) which makes it a good candidate
for time-sensitive applications.
4. CONCLUSION
We introduce dilated convolution and occlusion reasoning
into unsupervised optical flow estimation. The dilated con-
volution along with dense connectivity preserves the spatial
resolution of our estimates without the need to perform up-
sampling through deconvolution which can result in gridding
artifacts. This also reduces the memory footprint of our
model, greatly speeding up inference. The occlusion reason-
ing prevents our network from learning incorrect deforma-
tions due to occluded locations. Our approach outperforms
state-of-the-art unsupervised approaches to flow estimation
on the KTTI benchmark. We also demonstrate its generaliza-
tion ability to other tasks such as action recognition.
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